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Soeaki-nQ Notes

Secretary-General's Meeting with representatives of the

Five Western Governments, Monday, 16 June, 1100 hrs.

Welcome, etc.

Thanks for continuing cooperation, especially important at this time,

etc.

I invited your presence this morning because I am now concluding the

process of consultation regarding my reply to the South African letter of

12 May 1980.

While in Europe in May I had the opportunity to consult vith various

Governments regarding the situation in Namibia, and the recent South

African answer. I understand also that Mr. Urquhart and Mr. Ahtisaari

have had several meetings to consult with the Contact Group here in New

York.

On Friday 13 June I received the permanent representatives in New

York of the five Front Line Governments. They reported to me on the

meeting of their Presidents, together with Prime Minister Mugabe of

Zimbabwe, and with President Sam Tlujoma of SWAPO. This took place in Lusaka

on 2 June.

I was informed that the position, as reported to me by the Front Line

Permanent Representatives was also that of SWAPO. It was the position

taken by all the parties in the Lusaka Summit.

The Summit had decided that the issues raised.by the South African

letter were those contained in its paragraph U. OLliiuu Jha.^lJu-^ a ^.^japaun



As regards paragraph Ma) °f "the South African letter, namely, the

question of 20 South African selected locations in the DMZ, the Summit

was prepared to be flexible. There was no opposition to this proposal,

provided that the spirit and letter of the original settlement Proposal

afjo strictly adhered to.

As regards paragraph k (c), dealing with the question of closure of

SWAPO bases 7 days after the certification of the election result, the

Summit had felt that this was not an issue. It followed logically from

the settlement Proposal that, once elections had been held under UW

supervision and control, the SWAPO bases inside the Front Line States

would be closed. It was also logical that appropriate arrangements would

be made for the disposition of personnel and equipment in the former bases,

following consultations between the Governments of the Front Line States

concerned, and the newly-elected Government of independent Namibia.

As regards paragraph H(d), dealing with the question of SWAPO bases

in Namibia, the Front Line States and SWAPO had made it very clear for

quite some time that this was not a problem. In the spirit of cooperating

with the Secretary-General for the implementation of the Plan, there was

no insistence for the maintenance of SWAPO bases inside the Territory.

The Summit had also taken the view that there was no real obstacle

to the implementation of the Plan except South Africa's continued stalling

and delaying tactics. The Summit hoped that with the clarifications which

it had given, I would proceed to press for its implementation. The Front

Line States stressed the urgency of proceeding with implementation, or of
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leaving no room for further delaying tactics and manocuvers. The Summit

pledged its continued support to me in my efforts to this end.

As I have said, I am now in process of preparing my answer to

the South African letter, and I shall incorporate the very positive

positions adopted by the Front Line States, in dealing with this particular

paragraph.

I propose to meet with Mr. Gurirab of SWAPO, and Ambassador Eksteen,

in the near future in regard to my answer. I will also consult with the;

Security Council. I hope to be able to send my reply around the middle of

this week.

In that reply, I propose to concentrate upon paragraph U.'of the

South African letter, which deals with the four remaining matters relating

to the DMZ on which South Africa desires further information. In the light

of the information which I shall convey, I shall express the hope that

South Africa will now be in a position to cooperate in the implementation

of resolution

I propose then to deal with the various additional matters which

appeared in the South African letter. I will', emphasise that the UN will

deal only with the parties envisaged in the settlement Proposal and in the

DMZ proposal.

I will reiterate, on the question of impartiality, the position

adopted in paragraph 11 of my report of 29 August 1978 (5/12027), which
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was approved by Security Council resolution 1+35- I will state that

resolution ^35 expects that not only the UN Secretariat, but also the

South African Government and its officials, will be expected to carry out

their duties with complete impartiality, and without any discrimination.

I shall then recapitulate the provisions of the settlement Proposal

on impartiality as between the various political parties. I will state

that compliance with all the criteria indicated in the settlement Proposal

is a guiding principle for me, and will be scrupulously ensured by my

Special Representative and his staff.

/I may also, in this connexixDn_î j^^r~lfothe recent transfer of

executive powers tojibtf̂ furnhalle Alliance. This could seriously prejudice

the_jj£i8*ir5ility of implementing resolution ^35_/.

I propose also, in regard to paragraph 8 of the South African letter,

to emphasise that the implementation of Security Council resolution ^35

is undertaken specifically under the authority of the Council, in the

context of the provisions of the United Nations Charter.

I will finally refer to the need for urgency in moving forward to the

implementation of ^35, and will state my belief that my letter should

resolve the issues which have obstructed this. I hope therefore to suggest

to Mr. Botha that we now establish the earliest possible date for a cease-

fire and the implementation of the Security Council resolution.

Especially in view of the latest reports of developments in Namibia
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and in Angola, I myself believe that time may now be of the essence. I

am sure that I can count on your continuing support and cooperation. I

hope that you may be able to use your good offices with the South African

Government, once my reply has been sent, to urge it now to agree to

implementation as soon as possible.

The Front Line Ambassadors pointed out to me on Friday that they were

in danger, now, of participating in delay. This is a danger which I feel

we must successfully avoid.
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Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

Referring to your letter of 15 October 1980, I have
the honour to herewith transmit to you the reply by
the Federal Chancellor of the Federal Republic of
Germany, the original of which will be submitted
as soon as it is received:

"Sehr geehrter Herr Generalsekretar,

fiir HIT Schreiben vom 15. Oktober 1980 zur Namibia-
Frage und die Unterrichtung liber die Verhandlungsziele
der gegenwartigen Mission der Vereinten Nationen in
Pretoria danke ich Ihnen sehr. Ich teile Dire Auffas-
sung, dass weitere Fortschritte auf dem bereits allzu
langen ¥eg zu einem friedlichen Obergang Namibias in
die Unabhangigkeit von festen Zusagen Siidafrikas iiber
die noch offenen Modalitaten - insbesondere den zeit-
lichen Rahmen -. der Durchfiihrung von SR-Resolution 435
abhangen.

Selbstverstandlich erhalt die Arbeit Direr Mission in
Pretoria jede uns mSgliche Unterstiitzung. Bereits vor
Eingang Dires Schreibens hatte der Deutsche Botschafter
in Sudafrika Weisung erhalten, sich an einer darauf ge~
richteten gemeinsamen Demarche der ftinf westlichen Re-
gierungen bei Aussenminister Botha zu beteiligen. Dem-
entsprechend ist die stidafrikanische Regierung am 20.
Oktober 1980 von den fiinf Missionschefs in Pretoria



nachdrucklich auf die Dringlichkeit einer kooperativen
Haltung Siidafrikas angesichts der kritischen Lage der
Namibia-Verhandlungen hingewiesen worden.

Seien Sie, Herr Generalsekretar, versichert, dass die
Bundesregierung auch kiinftig alles in ihren Kraften
stehende tun wird, urn das gemeinsame Ziel einer fried-
lichen, international akzeptablen Namibia-Lb'sung zu
fordern.

Mit freundlichen Griissen

Ihr ergebener Helmut Schmidt".

Accept, Mr. Secretary-General, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
of the United Nations

N e w Y o r k



Courtesy Translation

Excellency,

Thank you very much for your letter of 15 October 1980

on the question of Namibia and your information about

the purpose of the current United Nations mission in

Pretoria. I share your view that further progress on

the already too long road of Namibia's peaceful transi-

tion to independence depends on firm commitments by

South Africa with regard to the modalities - especially

in the time frame - for the implementation of Security

Council resolution 435.

Needless to say, your mission in Pretoria will receive

every possible support from us. Even before receipt of

your letter, the German ambassador -in South Africa had

been instructed to participate in a joint demarche by

the five western governments with Foreign Minister Botha

for just that purpose. Accordingly, the five Heads of

Mission in Pretoria emphasized to the South African

Government on 20 October 1980 the urgency of a co-op-

erative attitude by South Africa in view of the critical

state of the negotiation on Namibia.

I assure you, Excellency, that the Federal Government

will continue to do everything in its power to help

achieve the common aim of a peaceful and internationally

acceptable solution for Namibia.

Yours sincerely,

Helmut Schmidt
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New York, le 23 Octobre 1980

nsieur le Secretaire General,

Vous avez bien voulu, le 15 octobre, adresser une

lettre concernant la Namibie a S. Exc. M. Valery GISCAED D'ESTAING

President de la Republique Francaise.

J'ai 1'honneur de vous transmettre, ci-annexee, la

reponse a cette lettre.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le Secretaire General,

1' assurance de ma haute consideration.

Son Excellence

Monsieur Kurt WALDHEIM

Secretaire General de

1'Organisation des Nations Unies

Jacques LEPRETTE



le 23 Octobre 1980

Monsieur le Secretaire General,

Je vous remercie de m1avoir informe de vos preoccupation

a ce stade crucial de la negociation sur 1'accession a 1'independance

de la Namibie.

Partageant pleinement votre souci d'aboutir dans les

meilleurs delais a la mise en oeuvre du plan de reglement approuve par

le Conseil de Securite, le Gouvernement francais fera tout son possible

pour contribuer au succes des discussions en cours. L'Ambassadeur de

France a Pretoria a effectue le 20 octobre conjointement avec les

autres representants des Cinq dans la capitale sud-africaine, une

demarche aupres du Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres, afin de souligner

1' importance que nous attachons aux conversations engagees avec vos

representants et d'inciter le gouvernement de la Republique d'Afrique

du Sud a adopter une attitude constructive.

En vous assurant que la France continuera d'appuyer

vos efforts pour trouver au probleme namibien une solution internatio-
,*

nalement acceptable, je vous prie d'agreer, Monsieur le Secretaire

General, 1'expression de ma tres haute consideration.

Signe : VALERY GISCARD D'ESTAING.
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UNITED KINGDOM MISSION

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

845 THIRD AVENUE

NEW YORK.N.Y. 10022

Mr K Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
MEW .YORK 23 October 1980

' ' I have "been asked to convey to you the

attached message from the Prime Minister

in reply to your letter of 16 October.

A D Parsons
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FOLLOWING IS TEXT 'OF REPLY TO THE SECRETARY GENERAL
FROM THE PRIME MINISTER

Thank you for your letter of 16 October about the

Namibia negotiations.

I entirely share your views on the importance of

the current mission by your officials to South Africa.

The Five have already .instructed their ambassadors in

Pretoria to address the South African Government in

strong support of your endeavours.

.̂J*--̂ ?--
•>VT̂

I -Z'T???-̂ - : '7'.'.'.

SK̂ Sj*.-1-/,.̂ ---;-
£̂£"£'<2--/v'r 'ji'-l-v̂ -ii•---••- .
.>*̂ «*F«>?.:ii:'-:-.

• ^-a^-a-

From their frequent contacts with us, and with

the governments of the Five, the South African

Government cannot fail to be aware of the need

for progress and the dangers that would arise from

the lack of it. It is my sincere hope that the close

collaboration between the Five, the parties to the ;

negotiations, the Front Line States and the United

Nations will soon lead to a ceasefire, followed^by ""•

elections under United Nations supervision and control,

and the independence of Namibia. You may rest assured

that the British Government, in concert with the other

governments of the Five and with yourself will continue

to make strenuous efforts to that end. . : . / ; - . - _ :!

-
signed

-- > '•" ̂ v •; v - ̂:tf {:fei?̂ s«̂(-i*̂ ' - -.'** -̂  "̂ f-. •

:-̂ ^
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New York, October 23, 1980

Excellency,

I have the honour to attach the

text of a message to you from Prime Minister

Pierre Elliott Trudeau, in reply to your letter

of October 15, 1980.

Please accept, Excellency, the

assurances of my highest consideration.

}

Michel Dupuy
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

His Excellency ;
Mr. Kurt Waldheim

Secretary-General
United Nations

NEW YORK.



Ottawa, October 23, 1980

Excellency,

I have the honour to reply to your letter of
October 15 informing me of recent developments in the negotiations
with the Government of South Africa to implement the United
Nations settlement plan for Namibia.

Like you, Canada attaches the greatest importance to
the achievement of an early peaceful settlement to this long
festering and potentially explosive problem. We continue to
support fully your efforts to negotiate an agreement based on the
Western-inspired U.N. Plan which I believe provides the only
realistic basis on which to achieve a peaceful settlement.
However, after more than three years of intensive negotiation
I fear that time may be running out and that the credibility of
the U.N. settlement plan may be placed in jeopardy if South Africa
continues to delay its actual implementation much longer. I can
assure you that the Canadian Ambassador to South Africa, Mr. R.
Middleton, in the company of his contact group colleagues included
this point in the context of a strong demarche made on October 20
to the South African Foreign Minister in full support of the U.N.
Mission that is now engaged in crucial discussions in Pretoria.

I continue to follow the course of Namibian develop-
ments closely and deeply appreciate your letter to me. Canada
shall continue to do what it can to'support your exemplary efforts
to achieve a peaceful settlement.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my
highest consideration.

P.E. Trudeau

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldhe im

Secretary-General
United Nations

NEW YORK.



18 Sefcembe/ 1980

Note of Meeting between Mr. Urquhart and representatives of the Five Western
Governments, held on 11 September 1980 at 1130 hours.

Present: Mr. Urquhart, Mr. Farah, Mr. Djermakoye, Mr. Ahtisaari,
Mr. Dayal, Mr. Thornberry, Mr. Omayad, Mr. Muganda.

Ambassador Parsons, Ambassador Mansfield, Mr. Day, Mr. Fuller;
Ambassador Haas, Dr. Wentzel; Mr. Lapointe, one aide;
Mr. Miller; Mr. Husson, Mr. Turot.

Mr. Lapointe said that the Five had considered thesituation before meeting
and had come with the following ideas. First, they felt that there should be a
short letter to South Africa related to two statements:- that the Secretary-General
wished for a UN mission to visit Pretoria, and secondly, that he found that the
South African letter provided sufficient ground to enable the parties to proceed to
implementation. Secondly, they felt that he should advise Ambassador Eksteen
that the mission would be prepared to address the South African assumptions and
that they would expect to have discussions with the internal parties. Thirdly,
the Secretary-General should consider some form of direct communication to the
internal, parties. Thus, it would be clear that he had not been forced to meet
them. Possibly, a telephone contact might be made. Fourthly, as to assumptions,
the only relevant ones seemed to the Five to lie in paragraphs 3 to 7. Each
assumption could be interpreted so as to be consistent with the Secretary-General's
letter of 20 June. If the mission were asked to explain the U?I's interpretation,
then it should adopt a positive approach. Fifthly, on the subject of impartiality,
the Five viewed the South African remarks as being primarily rhetorical. The
attacks on the Secretary-General were completely unfounded and had been rejected
on the record by Ambassador McHenry that week. The Five felt that the mission
should not allow itself to be drawn into a debate on this issue. The Five also
felt that a package of steps should be considered in the context of impartiality.
Some oould be taken now - for example, willingness to meet with the internal
parties; others could be taken on agreement of implementation; others could take
place on implementation itself. The mission should be prepared to outline in the
greatest possible detail whatever should be done now. Sixthly, as to an implementa-
tion date, an agreed date would greatly facilitate South Africa being satisfied
on impartiality questions. Seventhly, the Five proposed early the following week
to deliver a de" marche in Pretoria. This would be centred on the need for South
Africa to receive the mission in good time. The Five would appreciate the

opportunity to discuss the brief and felt that it would be useful to get the
Ambassadors in Pretoria appraised of the situation.

Mr. Day said that the Five endorsed the Secretary-General's decisions
in regard to the South African letter and stood ready to give all support.

Ambassador Parsons said that they wanted to make it as difficult as
possible for the South Africans not to receive the mission on Monday 22 September.
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The U.S. representative said that the Front-Line had been very statesmanlike. They
were willing to give time to see what could be done. Much would depend upon what
progress the UN could make towards getting an implementation date.

. Mr. Urquhart said that the communication to South Africa should be
simple, brief, and uncontroversial as possible. But it must give some sense of
urgency. It must refer to the modalities of implementation and setting a date.
The UN could not say that it could completely accept the South African assumptions.
The Secretary-General would have brief consultations with the Security Council
informing it in general terms on Monday 15 September of his intentions. He
foresaw no difficulties on this score. The Front-Line had been extremely
understanding and helpful. The UN could indeed tell Ambassador Eksteen that it
was within reason prepared to discuss the South African assumptions, though not
too much; many were hypothetical. The UN would appreciate the West's help so
that that folk dance could be avoided. South Africa must be led to understand
that most of their problems would fall into place once a time frame had been
achieved.

Mr. Lapointe said that it was in that context that the question of a
date could be raised.

Mr. Urquhart said that the letter would also say that the Secretary-General
was much preoccupied by the present cycle of violence. As regards the internal
parties, the UN had always discussed matters. South Africa's grievances on this
were ill-founded. The UN was certainly within reason willing to discuss matters
and to hear what the parties had to say. The UN would hope that there would be
no question of the parties having any kind of hidden veto. As regards paragraph
22, South Africa knew that nothing could happen on this until implementation.
As to impartiality, the UN had already discussed this with the Contact Group.
They hoped very much to avoid this subject. He did not wish to have
headmasterly sessions with the South Africans with each coming from opposite poles.
But there were limits to how much he would be prepared to listen toon this subject.
The UN would have to start off with the illegality of South Africa's present
position. As regards the package of steps, he thought he knew all too well what
the West meant. The Secretary-General had already made known to Ambassador
Eksteen what the UN had in mind. It was very difficult to see how much further
the UN could go. If it was correct that there was going to be more delay, it was
very hard to see what more the UN could do. One could not get a series of formal
assurances without seeing the colour of South Africa's money. /~The Western Five
indicated that that was what they meant by a package/. He was very glad indeed to
hear of the proposed demarche Namibia had evidently been put on the back
burner over the summer and this situation could not go on. An intervention now
at the highest level would be very timely. He was' dubious how much more time the
Front-Line would be willing to give. Perhaps the Front-Line would not be willing
to give more than two or three months.

" The U.S. representative said that he felt that the Front-Line had shown
much patience. If the UN wasunable to obtain a time frame then it would become
increasingly difficult to achieve restraint in the Security Council and elsewhere.

Mr. Ahtisaari referred to paragraph 6 of the South African letter relating
to deployment. He said that the UN had never discussed permanent deployment in
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their territories with the Front -Line. He would hope that they were all on the
same wave length. If South Africa meant permanent deployment then a completely
new area was in prospect.

/~Mr, Lapointe said that the West had chosen its words regarding South
Africa's assumptions with care/.

Mr. Urquhart referred to paragraph 6 as regards the decisions of the
Commander affecting implementation. He said that considerations relating to
deployment had been explained at immense length on both the military and civilian
aspects. The military Commander could be tied only by the Security Council and
tne Secretary-General. He felt that one should not spend too much time on the
detail of these assumptions. As regards paragraph 8, he asked what the West
intended regarding the present situation. He said that communication directly
with the internal parties could create many problems. As to the level of
representation, great importance might be attached to how the mission was received
by South Africa. The manner of representation could give some kind of indication
regarding South Africa's seriousness.

Ambassador Parsons said that this presented a difficult problem. If one
dealt with Mr. Fourie, one would get sense, knowledge of detail, but no decisions.
If one dealt with P.W. Botha, then he was not sure how much detail or sense one
would get.

Mr. Ahtisaari said that he felt that the mission should see Gen. Malan,
whom they had not seen the previous time, especially as he had now become
Minister of Defence.

Mr. Day asked whether Gen. Prem Chand would travel.

Mr. Urquhart said that he would. As to composition, there was no way
that the UN could authoritatively discuss this in Pretoria. This was partly
because it was a Security Council matter, and partly because no firm commitments
had been entered into. Final discussions on composition required a date. He
hoped on this matter also that the UN could count on the West's experience of the
Security Council to explain realities to the South Africans. This was the kind of
subject where the UN was especially keen on Western backup.

Mr. Lapointe said that he felt that it would be appropriate for the
West to suggest that South Africa should be in a position to take the appropriate
political steps.

Mr. Urquhart said the dilemma seemed to be that three quarters of
South Africa's problems fall away if there was an implementation date; whereas
South Africa felt that an implementation date could not be arrived at if three
quarters of the problems were not solved.

Mr. Farah said that when reference was made to consultation regarding
implementation with the internal parties, he was interested to know at what stage
consultation might take place. The Front-Line said that consultation should not
relate to the ceasefire or to the DMZ, but to the electoral process.



".' ̂ jr_«_ Lapointe said that the West had avoided the word "consultations".
They saw the role of the mission as a confidence-building exercise. South Africa
knew most of it already. South Africa had an internal political problem. If the
people from the inside vere not involved the UN's problem vould become more
difficult. He suggested that the internal parties might be told about deployment,
ceasefire, etc.

Mr. Urquhart said that in other vords they could be briefed on these
subjects,

Mr. Day said that the internal parties'prime interest certainly related
to the electoral situation. But it also covered the question of the general
security situation in the Territory during the period of the elections. All
•were agreed that agreements must be with South Africa alone.

Ambassador Parsons said that, on the other hand, if Mr. Mudge started
talking about the DMZ, the West assumed that the UN was not going to walk out.
He assumed that they would be heaixl but be told that the decision -would be taken
with the South African Government.

Mr. Urquhart said that, on the subject of confidence-building, one way
to build confidence was not to write letters like that of 29 August.

Mr. Ahtisaari said that the question of law and order after implementation
was of course primarily a matter for South Africa. One point of irritation on
the part of the parties was that they had always been briefed by the South
African Government. He felt that that they could be informed about all kinds of
things and reassured in that way. Mr. Farah had said on a previous occasion
that the UN had always received petitions from Namibians.

Mr. Farah referred to an impression which seemed to have been put around
that the UN mission might be primarily some kind of Geneva talks.

Mr. Urquhart said that such talks vould not be a useful process. Matters
could only get more rather than less complicated if it happened. The Front-Line
•were not interested and the Secretary-General was not willing to suggest them. He
said that all should be rather clear on that subject.

Mr. Lapointe asked whether the UN had any kind of date in mind. He thought
that a date which vas not too close might be rather good from the point of view of
gathering troops. Provided one had some date in mind its delay might not be so
important.

Mr. Farah said that the UN had been handicapped by its reference to a date
during, the rains.

Mr. Lapointe said that the West did not have any concrete date. They
thought that South Africa vould insist on some delay. South Africa should be reminded
that the beginning of implementation was one date but that elections vould take place
seven months later.

Mr. Urquhart said that the UN's object was to make it easy for South Africa
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to agree to implementation. The UN had tried to fix a date last time they had
been in South Africa and again in the Secretary-General's report in March. Now
they heard that South Africa wanted another year. The UN could do little more than
say that it wanted the earliest conceivable date.

Mr. Farah said that the UN had to retain its credibility. A date such
as 15 November might be borne in mind. The Africans would want time for a full
debate in the General Assembly if this became necessary,

Mr. Urquhart thanked the representatives for their attendance and said
that the UN would keep in touch with them.

The meeting concluded at 1225 hours.

C.T.

cc: Secretary-General
Mr. Urquhart
Mr. Farah
Mr. Djermakoye
Mr. Ahtisaari
Mr. Dayal
Mr, Omayad -
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15 October 1980

Dear Mr. President,

2 have tĥ  honour to refer to the forthcoming
visit: of\a team of united nations officials i» Pretoria
to discuss tha irarplesasntation of the United nations
plan for nasatbia with the Governntent of south Africa,
As 2 attach the greatest isgjortanca to a peaceful and
now long over-due settlement of tihis question, 2 have
instructed the mission thai: its priiaasy purpose saist
l>e to discuss the settiisg of a tisia fraiuQ aind othsr
jaodalitiss for isE

y S say that X aja fully ccnscicus of ths active
rols plccyea iŝ  yo2^ Governsent, as eno of tfte auSiors
of ths settJt̂ sisat sxcpossl, in the successiv® phases of
thss nsgotiatisog process. 1 tsks this ĉ sportunity to
esrpress cry eppoeseiatiaa for the steady suppswrfc that I
haive receivsd frcaa sxmr Goverssieat in this smttor. I
have, sts vc« know, also had the fullest co-operation of
the Frout-Itlna States, **hich have sustained oar efforts
at every stage of the negcrfciatioaa.

that i5 the actual
of the U3aitcd"2ati£Sis plan is delayed much further, the
credibility of the whole settlessat pswcess will Ise
called in question. It; is for this reason that X attach
t2iQ graatest irapsrtgsrtcQ to the success of the present
mission*

As I know that your GGvernssarit is also extremely
anxious to achieve a peaceful settlement of the question
Of Namibia, I ̂ould bo most grateful for your fullest
support of the present mission* 1 would appreciate in
particular your help in increasing upon th« Government
of south Africa the urgent need to proceed without further
delay with the implementation of resolution 435.

Accept, Hr. President, tha assurances of say highest
conaidaraticn̂

Kttrt Waldheim

- - y~-.. > - . - . ' - tj4<3,,;-^.~-, •. , - • . • _ n\n _
-^^-i^v'-. -- ' HJ?« *Tis8ay Carter ~';'1 '̂~"f"
\':-'~.£"^~> • , .... president of the United states
*s^->T;-^--.-: ' •• .." <>£
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. !The Secretarynseneral would appreciate it , .'.. v
,yery omch if you could forward the enclosed letter.

"'- to His Excellency Mr* Jinmr? Carter, Priasident ofX'.;

the United States of America. \ -

A copy of this latter1 is enclosed for
information..- ". "-. - ' "•'..'r-:'l/::;> "' -Ĵ ^̂ Ĵ "̂

Accept, Kr. Ambassador, the asstirsnces'of say
highest consideration.

- .* -fc --i ;i ,j*. ^. ^-; -.-
- • • • - 'V, . rr-'--.- .'^ * t-.-^- v • ." -
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Chef.de cabinet:,:.-
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15 October 198O

I >Jhave the honour to refer to the f ortheosdng
visit o£= a team of tJnited nations officials to Pretoria
to discsssss the î lemsntation of the united S&tions
plan forr Namibia with the (Kjverntaent of South Africa,
As I attcach the greatest importance to a peaceful and
now laeeg over-due settlement of t'ni.s question, 2 have
instructced the mission that its jjricaary purpose most
be to diiscuss the setting of a time frame and other
snodalitiiss for

I say that I am fully conscious of the active
role r>la2,yed b̂  your Government, as ono of the authors
of the srsettlemeBt Proposal, in the successive phases of
the negotiating process*. I take trhlft ogporttsiity to
express ŝy appreciation for the steady support that 1
liavs reessiveJii from your Government in this matter, j
have, asp you know, also had the fullest co-operation of
the Fronst-Liao States, %?hich have eustsined our efforts
at every stages of the negotiations,

coBcsmed t3iat if the actual isplem̂ itation
of ths tssxifcec! Satioas plan is delayed Eaxcih further, the
credibility of the vhole settlaaesat process will be
called i±s. question* It is for this reason that I attach
the greâ âst ic5>ortanc£ to the success of the present
mission.

"'"' As TL fojow that yoor Gov̂ ciafflant is also
anxious to achieve a peacsfisl settlement of the question
of Sasibi-s, X ̂ ouli3 ba isost grateful for your fullest
support of the presszsfc tsission, I would appreciate ia
particular your help in impressing upoa the Government
of South Africa the urgent need to proceed without further
delay with the implementation of resolution 435.

accept, isccellency, the assurances of 2*7 highest
consideration*.

Kurt Waldheim

His
Schmidt .. .

Federal Cfiyancellor'of the
Federal Sepublic of Genaany
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15 October 198O

Excellency,

I have the honour to refer to the forthcoming visit
of a team of United Nations officials to Pretoria to
discuss the implementation of the United Efatibns plan
for Samibia with the Government of South Africa, As
I attach the greatest importance to a peaceful and
now long over-due settlement of this question, I have
instructed the mission that its primary purpose must be
to discuss the setting of a time frame and other
modalities for implementation*

May I say that I am fully conscious of the active
role played by your Government, as one of the authors
of the settlement proposal, in the successive phases
of the negotiating process. I take this opportunity
to express my appreciation for the steady support that
I have received from your Government in this matter.
I have, as you know, also had the fullest co-operation
of the Front-Line States, which have sustained our
efforts at every stage of the negotiations.

" J r'l am- deeply concerned that if the actual
implementation of the United nations plan is delayed
much further, the credibility of the whole settlement
process will be called in question. It is for this
reason that I attach the greatest importance to the
success of the present mission* . - , •--•--

, ' • ., >-.,-• .-*
As I know that your Government is also extremely

anxious to achieve a peaceful settlement of the question
of Namibia, I would be most grateful for your fullest
support of the present mission. I would appreciate in
particular your help in impressing tspon the Government
of South Africa the urgent need to proceed -without farther
delay with the implementation of resolution 435*

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration*

:J? -;-.o :?-. f>r
Kurt Waldheim

His Excellency
The Rt. Hon. Pierre Elliott Trudeau
Prime Minister of Canada
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the Isoaour to rsfar to th© fortlsccsiiisg
of a team of Usitdd Sstioss officials to Pretoria -to
discuss the iis|5lsis©atati0s of the United sratio&s plan
for Sfasdbia with the ocawaeisasaa't of sout& Africa*
attacfe the greatest: is^soartaae® to a peaceful and
long ov®c-ds^ ©sttissaeafc of this q-aestica, t have
isstxacted the saission thst Its prissary purpose isast,
to <3iseuss the sstting of a time fr^as aad otbsr

I -say "that 'r"as"fsl!y ccmscioas' of 'the actdv© role
placed ' %pf ''voor Go^sfflffi^gist, as one s£ t3*e authors o£ the
setfeiessnt Proposal 5 -in the suce©ssiv© phases o£ the

^rocsssu _ X t«ks this opposrtanity to express
foe -̂ se steady sstpport that 1 have

received firc^i yoos esv r̂ssssat is tMs matter. I haveff
also had t&© fullest^ ao-c^se^atioa. of the

States^ which 1sav@ sustained our efforts at
stage of the

I asa dsoj&Y «ossesrjj®i that if the actual
of the United Cations plan is ^olaysd much ftsrther*
eradibility of the is^ols settlcsa^tt process -̂ 111 b«
ealled in qaestie®. it is for this reason that 1 attach
ths greatest issportaaoe to the sueesss of the ^resssit sissioo*

I ksso^ that yotsr Go^^nssaent: is
amrioua to achieve a pesceftil settlement: of t2is
of HaaiMa* i would b@ inost . grataf si for yotsr fullest:
sup^rt of the present mission. I woula appreciate is
partieolar yo^r help in impress sisg -opon the Govarnsiesit:
of Soizth Africa the urgent need to s&rQc@a<2 ^ithost farther
delay <&ith the iss>lsaDBantatioa of resolution 435.

Accept, saeelleQcy^ , the . agsaraaaes of ssy highest

_ «„ ,nHer sscellsney
*£he Et. Hon. Itargaret Thatcher *
Psinia Missistar of th@ United
of ̂ reat Britain and Northern Ireland
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a;! la visite
' f onctionnaires, des nations Cnieg va effectner ,

sud-africain,. da-If application du plan
nies pour-la BarailxLe, >Etant

jt-5* attadhelavplus .grande:importance au /reg-temenc..,* -.:
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cpxe trop -longt©n?>s fait attendre, v:j• ai ;donn6 pourfi^;
*mrt;j|,oytg. ̂ -''? ^* • p^-ggton dQ se donner-connta preniisir^.-1^-."<rf/"-'"

^>, ̂ '.^'; objectif des disouter. de 1» arrSt dast; tnoda? it^srcSironoA^.>^-^
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Avails-'le saves,̂  j*ai:6gal®asnt -l>f""
* "cooperation-sans reserve des BtatS'de _

appuyfi .sos .efforts; a? chaqod :phase. des n6(
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,,„.'. cc : Secretary-General v
•"' V "' Mr. Farah

I Mr. Ahtisaari
Mr. Urquhart
Mr. Dayal

le 15 octdbre 1980

Monsieur 1'Airibassadeur,

Le Secretaire g£n£rai vous serait reconnaissant de

bien vouloir faire transrasttre la lettre ci-joints a

Son Excellence Monsiaur-.Val6ry Giscard d'Estaing,

President de la R^publiqne francjaise.

Une copie de cette lettra est jointe pour votre

information.

Veuillez agr^or, Monsieur I'Airibassadeur, les assu-

rances de ma tres haute consideration.

Le Chef de Cabinet

Rafeeuddin Ahmed

Son Excellence •
Monsieur Jacques Leprette
Reprfisentant permanent de la France
aupres de 1»Organisation dea
Nations Unies

New York
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Note of Meeting; "between Secretary-General and retire sent at ives of the Five
Western Governments held on 3 September 1980 at 09^5 hours.

Present: Secretary-General, Mr. Urquhart, Mr. Farah, Mr. Djermakoye,
Mr. Ahtisaari, Mr. Dayal, Mr. Thornberry.

Ambassador Parsons, Ambassador Mansfield, Mr. Fuller;
Ambassador von Vechmar, Dr. Wentzel, one aide; Ambassador
Laprette, Mr. Huson, Mr. Turot; Ambassador Leonard, Mr. Moose,
Mr. Miller; Mr. Thomson, one aide.

The Secretary-General said that he had invited the representatives there
to discuss the recent South African letter. He found the letter extremely
ambiguous. It contained a number of attacks and a number of complex assumptions.
He did not consider the letter very helpful. He referred to paragraph 23 to which
the South Africans had drawn his particular attention. They had told him that
other parts of the 1 etter including the various accusations were not important.
That was easy enough to say but it was not so easy to deal with. He had issued a
public statement at once rejecting the various allegations. The request to deal
vith all the parties in the same way could create problems especially in view of
previous General Assembly resolutions. The Front-Line States had been very
positive. They had suggested that he tell South Africa that the UN was ready to
discuss the modalities of implementation. There would be no renegotiation but a
time frame should be established. The Front-Line were very worried about dilatory
tactics. They had asked him repeatedly to stress the matter of urgency to South
Africa. The Front-Line had also suggested that he not allow the continuance of :.,;:-,.;
the previous practice of correspondence over a number of months. Instead he . •*-'-̂v
should tell South Africa that he was ready to discuss the modalities of implementat
He had raised the possibility of direct talks and had made a reference to " ~
Line meeting in Lusaka in June. V,rnen he had put this question to SWAFO,
had said that that idea had nov been cu-ccrcedei. Tnr» Pror. v-^irx: c&J,;
not necessary *J3 hold r. corfercncf — ro !̂?rf- nrr^~liiti~; v?y. nscea-asry-•""'•
of implementation hdd r.cv beer, rtiiicr.ud. i/r.e eo£̂.,,:i
Ambassador of South Africa had been away Tor u IGTV
that on a natter of such importance he would rush back, ̂ .The
that they were not in favour of using Ambassador Eksteen as ther

They wanted more direct lines of communication for clarification purposes.

Ambassador von Wechmar asked whether they had specified a mission
involving Mr. Urquhart and Mr. Ahtisaari.

The Secretary-General said that no names had been mentioned but the idea
had been put forward of sending someone to South Africa to clarify the situation.
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Ambassador Parsons said that he shared the Secretary-General's
{jfaction. It vas necessary to separate rhetoric from substance. He said that'
ley had met some of the Front-Line the previous evening quite by chance. They '"*- .

HKa.d seemed in a vay euphoric. When he had mentioned the difficulties in the
^letter the Front-Line had brushed them aside. Their very preliminary governmental
-view vas that nobody should rush into anything. More probing vas necessary and
everybody needed more time to reflect. It vas desirable to know the collective
viev of the Front-Line. Would SWAPO have agreed to what the Front-Line had said
to him the previous evening? Would SWAPO be content for the Secretary-General's
representative to talk with the internal parties? The Front-Line had said when
implementation begins everybody should be treated equally. Butthe South Africans -
were saying something different. He felt one should try to get more clarification
from South Africa if possible. For its part, the West vere seeking to get a vider
collective view and vas convening a conference of senior officials in New York
from 11 to 12 September. In summary, he felt that there should be no
procrastination but one should not rush into anything.

The Secretary-General said that the Front-Line had referred to their
desire that he communicate their wish that the West now give its massive help so
as to get more positive attitudes from the South Africans.

Ambassador von Wechmar said that Ambassador Parsons had expressed the
viev of his mission also. He did not think that much importance should be attached
to the rhetoric. The letter had many addressees apart from the Secretary-General.f
He felt that time vas of the essence and there should be no delays. Perhaps one . .
should try to get Ambassador Eksteen back as soon as possible so that some
discussion could be got under vay.

Ambassador Laprette asked vhat importance the Secretary-General gave to .- ..
the request relating to the necessity to have the leadership participate in -,~^.\
future discussions. This seemed relatively new.

The Secretary-General said this probably meant Mr. Mud/re and the
local aurhotiries which South Africa ha-: recently apooir.te-. IT.is vas.a
example of South Africa's asbiruitv. tic recalle:: tsnt vr.cr- i:r. '--r?
contacted those •pnrties ir. Ger.evr *J-ir--t? nr.-r ;>?-*rr: .-..-. v*~r^.~r , ',•'?.'_-:.
clarified the cia'^xcr tr.i:%r:> r.z.̂  ejiiSis^ acv:.. ;.c '.a~.\ t-—u. iw-er-- '*
difficulty.

Mr. Urauhart said that the internal parties had. been
nor a coherent group. He was appalled by the adea that it ni^ht be necessary
consult them on modalities of implementation. He felt that a very detailed
of each vord in paragraph 23 had to be carried out and that there should be no
rush to any action.

Ambassador Laprette said that South Africa had itself reiterated that it
retained authority in the Territory and the Five had refused to deal with those
supposedly elected authorities.
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Mr. Ahtisaari said that this was the first time the South Africans
asked the UN to consult with the "leadership"- in the Territory. They were „
their position. The UN had always refused to deal with the "elected leaders"7*&'̂
However, it had always seen all the parties, * ••-•*<*•*

The Secretary-General said that this was a difficult question. In what
way, and in what capacity, should one see the insiders?

Mr. Petrie said that the US agreed that it was important to give
careful consideration to the letter. He felt that the Front-Line would not give .;,
an Authoritative response until they were given something to react to. He felt
that the UN should not be pushed,to retain the issues clearly in mind. They
should move at an appropriate speed to the next steps, aware of the African
perspectives. It seemed to the US that there were various alternatives to "all-
party talks", or to sending a representative to South Africa. One possibility
involved having a proximity exercise in Geneva. Under the present circumstances
that might have certain possibilities.

Mr. Ahtisaari said he would like to ask the Five for their assessment of
the time factor. The UN kept hearing that South Africa wanted half a year, one
year or two years. The UN also heard rumours regarding attempts to split the
Front-Line States. He referred to a speech made by Viljoen regarding the
possibility of negotiation with some of the Front-Line. Was South Africa seriously
intent on a settlement, or did they just want to achieve delay?

The Secretary-General said that it w as his duty to pursue the matter ' " '
unless it was clear that no settlement would emerge. If someone were sent to ., .,
Pretoria he doubted whether any clear answer would emerge. The Front-Line did not
want a long process of clarification taking place. They wanted a clear answer ,-. ••"'_•
to the question whether South Africa wanted implementation. He himself felt that^

might be over-optimistic. Perhaps one might send an advance party of UNTAG
Namibia.

Mr. Farah said that, the Front-Line had r^icic it quitn clear that
wanted the DMZ to be a question ir.volvir.r South Amcc. an.--. GKAFfc, '
regards matters of implementation. aJLl parties ctnaui-.: i--; e~^ -^ .

The Canadian rCTregerit-r.tlvg saii tnat, .**&
desire to cut through the present situation. But" there vtsns .-
in the natter to be clarified before natters moved too'tast,
example the question of what South Africa meant by deployment ±a T

Ambassador Laprette said that it w as important to distinguish ^
negotiation with South Africa regarding Namibia and theprocess of implementation/- '""
He did not know whether the Front-Line would agree to this distinction. He himself
could make a distinction between discussion of the plan and details regarding
implementation.

Ambassador Parsons said that this was one of the things that had to be
clarified . One had to be very careful not to provide South Africa with more



ammunition regarding partiality. He referred to the fact n * +u
apparently sat in South Africa's seat during the official Set.'n. - «
He referred to the possibility of Mr. Dj emakoye goinrlo the ^4°r «"*"*'
conference. He felt that one should try to avoid-p^dL ^h"^0^ **
gratuitous ammunition. Providing bouui Africa vith

Secretary-General said that he had taken note
that the UN should avoid anything vhich could be used S
regards the ANC matter, this sort of thing vas in the hand-
of the Secretariat. He would like to keep contact vith ?he
He had told the Front-Line he vould also keep them Informed Ke
proceed carefully and study the letter before reacting fomallv
questions on the matter he vould simply say that he vas studyi^
letter carefully. Perhaps next veek a further meeting coul^
thanked the representatives for their attendance.

The meeting concluded at 101*0 hours.

C.T.

cc: Secretary-General
Mr. Urquhart
Mr, Farah
M r, Djermakoye
Mr. Ahtisaari
Mr. Dayal
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CONFIDENTIAL

Note of Meeting held between Secretary-General and the Five Western
Governments, Monday 16 June 1980« 1100 hours.

Present: Secretary-General, Mr. Urquhart, Mr. Farah, Mr. Ahtisaari,
Mr. Dayal, Mr. Thornberry, Mr. Muganda.

Ambassador Dupuy (Canada), Mr. Lapointe; Ambassador Petrie,
Mr. Moosej Ambassador Parsons, Mr. Fuller; Ambassador
Laprette, Mr. Turot; Ambassador von Wechmar, Mr. Jlittner.

At 11.18 the Secretary-General said that he felt it would beuseful to have
an extensive exchange of views before answering South Africa. He said that the
latest developments in the last few days in Angola and Namibia had not facilitated
his endeavour to obtain a friendly settlement. He thanked the Western governments
for their continuing cooperation which, he felt, was especially important at this
time. /~The Secretary-General then made a statement based upon speaking notes
which are attached"/-He said that the Lusaka meeting had been extremely
constructive and he had been very much impressed by the attitude of the
participants. If they made such concessions it was extremely desirable that
South Africa should move also. He added that he would tell Ambassador Eksteen
that this was the time for a decision and that South Africa should not now miss
the boat. He said that he would tell him a little about the content of the letter
which would probably be•sent in the second half of the week. He referred to the
forthcoming Ministerial Council of the OAU. He said that he had now also outlined
the main elements of his letter to South Africa.

Ambassador von Wechmar asked whether some kind of deadline would be referred
to though without any date being mentioned?

The Secretary-General replied that in the conversation that he would have
with Ambassador Eksteen he would suggest certain tentative deadlines.

Mr. Lapointe said that all present were primarily concerned to find an
appropriate procedure without losing the momentum of the p ositive action by
the Front Line and to some degree by South Africa. The basic question there-
fore was how to insure that there would not be further dilatory tactics. How
could the letter be followed up? Did the Secretary-General intend to take the
view in his letter that the basic questions now having been removed, he wanted
to remove any secondary questions? He referred to the outstanding questions of
composition and status of forces as referred to in Mr. Botha's press conference.
Did the Secretary-General intend to refer to these matters in his letter or
would he have further direct consultations with South Africa?

The_Se ere tary-General said that he had studied the question of any further
steps that might be necessary as had the Front Line States. If the South
African answer was clear and positive then the UN could at once prepare for the
implementation of UNTAG and take all necessary steps. This, however, was the
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more optimistic view. The Front Line States as a further concession would
accept a meeting convened by the Secretary-General of South Africa and SWAPO,
chaired by him, should South Africa not at once accept the UN proposals. All
were fully aware that this could create new problems of participation. The
Front Line States had said that there would be no objection if the internal
elements were incorporated in the South African delegation. He himself doubted
if this would satisfy South Africa's desire for equal status with SWAPO for the
internal parties. He wanted to emphasise that the moment that the operational
plan began there could be no discrimination between the parties.

Ambassador Parsons asked how the question of informing the Security Council
would be handled?

The Secretary-General said that the Security Council wanted to be informed
of the Secretariat's intentions. A meeting could perhaps take place the
following morning after the UNIFIL meeting. He did not intend to circulate the
letter to the Security Council but would do the same as he had done with the
Western Five.

Ambassador Parsons asked whether the Secretary-General would then talk to
Ambassador Eksteen the following day?

The Secretary-General said that he did plan to do this but that the process
of conferring with Ambassador Eksteen should not go too far. He wanted to
avoid beginning a process that might never end.

Ambassador Parsons said that he felt it desirable to find some mid way
between a mere formal notification to Eksteen and giving South Africa too much
time, for example four or five days, at the other extreme.

The Secretary-General said that he might inform Ambassador Eksteen the
following day and then answer at the end of the week.

Ambassador Petrie asked for further clarifications in regard to paragraph
Mb) of the South African letter-dealing with the UNTAG military deployment.

The Secretary-General said that the South Africans were not being very
logical about this. At one time they suggested there were too many UWTAG troops,
at another that there were too few. Five out of seven battalions would be
based in the DMZ.

Mr. Urquhart said that this matter had been discussed at great length in
Cape Town and the irony of the South African position had been pointed out. He
then summarised the factors which would be contained in the relevant paragraphs
of the reply to South Africa.

Ambassador Parsons said that in regard to paragraph 8 there had been much
discussion with London and in the Contact Group. The question was how far the
Secretary-General could go to a void South Africa coming back with more demands,
genuine or otherwise. The United Kingdom agreed completely that one should
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emphasise the terms of the settlement plan. They also had one or two other
ideas, They did not knov if the Secretary-General could say more to avoid a
further procrastination round vith South Africa. For example, there was the
question of separating Martti Ahtisaari's two roles. There was also the
possibility of switching UN funds from publicising SVAPO to publicising UNTAG,
Possibly some alternative donor could be found to pay for the SWAPO office in
New York. He vondered whether there might be anything which could avoid a
further round on these kinds of subject while still being proper for the
Secretary-General to say.

The Secretary-General said that he wanted to emphasise the fact that the
mandate was given by the Security Council. He wanted to avoid the problem of
South Africa coming back to paragraphs 8(b) or (c), He fully shared the view
that Martti Ahtisaari's functions should be separated and that he also would
be quite happy with such a separation. As a matter of principle that separation
could even be carried out before that point of implementation was reached.
As to the question of funds he did not know how that should be dealt with.

Mr. Ahtisaari said he thought the other matters raised by Ambassador Parsons
were very difficult for the Secretary-General to touch. He had told Ambassador
Eksteen the position regarding his own roles. Mr. Ahtisaari then quoted from
cables relating to the recent transfer of executive powers and to the
Administrator-General's indication that a further year would be desired before
elections were undergone«, He felt it important that this question of
impartiality be seen in context. He himself had been surprised that -tiiere had not
been a stronger reaction from the Africans on a number of these points.

The Secretary-General said that he was convinced that the Front Line States
were very strongly and sincerely interested in getting a solution. He was not
so sure whether South Africa had the same intentions. Their letter left the
door open. He would do all that he could to make a contribution to the achieve-
ment of a friendly settlement. He suggested that he should put into his letter
the things which he had defined. He s aid that there were other things that he
might say to Ambassador Eksteen in the general area of the points made by
Ambassador Parsons. He would tell Ambassador Eksteen that the UW was sincerely
interested in getting a settlement. In this way he could give him various
assurances. He hoped that contact could be maintained with the Western
governments. He thanked the Permanent Representatives for their attendance.

The meeting concluded at 1205 hours.

Cedric Thornberry


